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Abstract
One of the challenges that the design of parallel file system for HPC(High Perfor-
mance Computing) has to face today is maintaining the scalability to handle the I/O gener-
ated by parallel applications that involve accessing directories containing a large number of
entries and performing hundreds of thousands of operations per second. Currently, highly
concurrent access to large directories is poorly supported in parallel file systems. As a re-
sult, it is important to build a scalable directory service for parallel file systems to support
efficient concurrent access to larger directories.
In this thesis we demonstrate a scalable directory service designed for parallel file
systems(specifically for PVFS) that can achieve high throughput and scalability while min-
imizing bottlenecks and synchronization overheads. We describe important concepts and
goals in scalable directory service design and its implementation in the parallel file system
simulator–HECIOS. We also explore the simulation model of MPI programs and the PVFS
file system in HECIOS, including the method to verify and validate it. Finally, we test our
scalable directory service on HECIOS and analyze the performance and scalability based
on the results.
In summary, we demonstrate that our scalable directory service can effectively han-
dle highly concurrent access to large directories in parallel file systems. We are also able
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A file system is the part of an operating system that deals with the management
of files, i.e., how are they structured, named, accessed, used, protected, implemented, and
managed. From a user’s point of view, as is stated by Tanenbaum in [29], a file system is
a collection of files and directories, plus operations on them(e.g., reading and writing files,
creating and destroying directories, and moving files among directories).
On the other side, from a designer’s point of view, a file system can look quite
different. Designers need to be concerned with the implementation of storage allocation,
directory structure, and the way that the system keeps track of the relationship between
blocks and files. File systems vary in those aspects as well as in the methods they use to
improve reliability, performance and scalability. Different file systems have been developed
to meet various of requirements from hardware devices, operating systems, data access
patterns and users. Here we categorize them into three groups: local file systems, network
file systems and parallel file systems, and discuss each of them in the following sections.
1
1.1.1 Local File Systems
A local file system is a file system designed for the storage of files on a local data
storage device, including but not limited to disk storage devices(e.g., floppy disk, hard disk
drive, optical disk), tape storage devices and flash memory cards(e.g., multimedia card,
USB flash drive, solid-state drive). Local file systems can trace their history back to the
early days of computers when paper tape and punch cards were used to store information
for automatic processing. Most of those file systems were built into the operating system
that they came with and usually did not have a name. Many more advanced local file
systems have been developed due to the invention of new storage devices and data access
demands. Examples of local file systems include FAT(FAT12, FAT16, FAT32, exFAT),
NTFS, HFS and HFS+, Ext(Ext2, Ext3, Ext4), and ZFS [29].
1.1.2 Network File Systems
As the computer network is playing an increasingly important role in modern com-
puting, the corresponding growth of demand to access persistent storage over a network that
supports the sharing of files, printers and other resources has impelled the development of
network file systems. Most network file systems follow a client/server architecture, i.e.,
while distributed over the network, the clients and the servers cooperate to form a complete
system. Figure 1.1 shows the example of a network file system. The ‘Network File Sys-
tem’(NFS) created by Sun Microsystems in 1985 is the first widely used Internet Protocol
based network file system. Other popular network file systems include Andrew File Sys-
tem(AFS) [24], NetWare Core Protocol(NCP), and Server Message Block(SMB). Some
network protocol clients are also considered as file-system-like(e.g., FTP, WebDAV, SSH).
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Figure 1.1: Network File System Overview
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Figure 1.2: Parallel File System Overview
1.1.3 Parallel File Systems
The recent improvement of high-performance computing(HPC) systems has evolved
into clusters containing more and more compute nodes which, with the advent of multi-core
processors that can perform 10’s of giga-flops, enables the executing of applications with
tens of thousands of threads running in parallel. For example, the Roadrunner system from
Los Alamos National Laboratory with 129600 cores has achieved 1.1 Peta flops in Novem-
ber, 2008 [18]. The growth in computing power imposes significant challenges for the
storage systems–the ability to scale so as to handle the I/O requests generated by I/O inten-
sive parallel applications that are commonly seen in both scientific and commercial High
Performance Computing(HPC).
Many parallel file systems have been developed to help overcome the I/O bottleneck
for parallel applications. By distributing data across multiple processing nodes, each with
its own storage resources, a parallel file system can spread the I/O load balance across
severale servers rather than bursting the I/O on a single server [4]. Figure 1.2 shows an
example of a parallel file system. Not only does the distribution of resources allow the file
system to leverage multiple independent storage devices, but also makes more effective use
of the bandwidth of the interconnection network whereas the network throughput is not
3








Figure 1.3: PVFS API
constrained by the limitation of the bandwidth of a single link. Examples of parallel file
systems include Lustre [3], Google File System(GFS) [11], GPFS [25] and Parallel Virtual
File System(PVFS) [5].
1.1.4 Parallel Virtual File System
The Parallel Virtual File System(PVFS) is a parallel cluster file system that is de-
signed to provide high-speed access to file data for parallel applications. It provides a
clusterwide consistent namespace, enables user-controlled striping of data across disks on
different I/O nodes, and allow existing binaries to operate on PVFS files without the need
for recompiling [5]. As is shown in Figure 1.3, PVFS supports multiple APIs: the native
PVFS API, the UNIX/POSIX I/O API [1], as well as other APIs such as MPI-IO [12]. De-
signed as a client/server system, PVFS contains multiple servers that run on separate nodes
in the cluster, called the I/O nodes. Each I/O node can perform as a metadata server that
uses Berkeley DB [21] database to store metadata, and/or a data server that uses a local file




To efficiently keep and organize files, a file system often uses directories(folders,
catalogs or drawers) to contain files and other directories such that related files are stored
in the same directory. The simplest form of a directory system is having one directory
containing all the files [29], which is called the single-level directory. The advantage of
a single-level directory is its simplicity and the ability to quickly locate a file. However,
it is obviously inadequate for organizing thousands of files which is the common scenario
for modern file systems. Consequently, a hierarchical directory system is used where a
directory can be contained within another directory(called a subdirectory of the containing
directory). Together, directories and subdirectories form a hierarchy, or a tree structure,
which becomes a powerful tool to represent complicated logical relationships between files.
For this reason, most modern file systems use a hierarchical directory system [29].
In many file systems, directories are themselves files. A directory contains ref-
erences to the files and directories that are located within it. Such a reference is called a
directory entry and usually contains the file or directory’s name and a link to its content and
other attributes or metadata. Though considered files, the operations allowed on directories
are different from ordinary files. For example, the UNIX system supports the following
directory operations [2]: mkdir, rmdir, opendir, closedir, readdir, rename, link and unlink.
A directory can be created(mkdir), removed(rmdir), opened(opendir), closed(closedir) and
renamed(rename) just like ordinary files. However, the reading and modifying of the con-
tent of a directory are dealt through operations on directory entries like readdir, link and
unlink.
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Figure 1.4: File Striping in PVFS
1.2.2 PVFS Directories
Internally, a PVFS server implements storage objects called “dataspaces” that can
be combined to represent logical objects like files and directories[17]. For distinguishing
them, each one of these objects is assigned a unique id that is called a handle in PVFS.
The most important dataspace objects are: metafile object, datafile object, directory object
and directory data object. As a virtual file system, PVFS runs on top of a local file sys-
tem(usually Linux) and uses both Berkeley DB and the underlying file system to store these
objects.
• Metafile objects represent logical files. Similar to the i-nodes in UNIX file sys-
tem that contain block numbers of file data, the metafile objects in PVFS store all
handles of the datafile objects associated with this particular file. In addition, sev-
eral attributes stored for a metafile object are: POSIX metadata, datafile distribution,
datafile count and datafile handles. Metafile objects are stored in the Berkeley DB
databases on metadata servers.
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• Datafile objects are used to store the raw data of files. Like many other parallel
file systems, PVFS supports data distribution of files. Each PVFS file is divided
into datafiles and striped across disks on the data servers to facilitate parallel access.
Figure 1.4 shows the distribution of a file across multiple I/O nodes.
• Directory objects represent logical directories and are similar to metafile objects.
They contain the handle of a directory data object which stores the handles of all
files within the directory. Other attributes stored in the directory objects are: POSIX
metadata, directory entry count and directory hints. Directory objects are stored on
metadata servers.
• Directory data objects store the “file_name/metafile(directory)_object_handle” pairs
to identify all files within the directory that the directory data object is associated
with. Directory data objects are stored on metadata servers.
Figure 1.5 shows the location, relation and interaction of these objects in PVFS to
provide the representation of logical files and directories. Metadata servers store direc-
tory objects, directory data objects and metafile objects in Berkeley DB database and data
servers store datafile objects as files in the underlying file system. Each I/O node can be
configured to run as a metadata server or a data server or both, across which all types of
objects are properly distributed. However, each single object is indivisible thus must reside
on a certain server. For example, each directory object has a unique directory data object
associated with it and different directory data objects can be stored on different metadata
servers. Yet for a certain directory ‘foo’, the directory data object representing it is located
on one of the metadata servers. As a result, unlike logical files, directories can not be dis-
tributed in PVFS because of the “one-to-one” mapping between a logical directory and its























Figure 1.5: Directory in PVFS
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1.3 Motivation
One of the challenges that the design of a parallel file system for HPC has to face
today is maintaining the scalability to handle the I/O generated by parallel applications
with tens of thousands of threads that involve accessing directories containing billions to
trillions of entries and performing hundreds of thousands of operations per second in such
directories. It is a typical scenario for database applications that do data mining and mon-
itoring applications that deal with a large amount of transactions in real-time(e.g., those
used by telecommunication companies to record phone calls or banks to collect financial
information from the stock market) to create numerous files in the same directory every
second. Other examples like per-process checkpointing in HPC clusters [23] create similar
directory access scenario. As a result, it is important to build scalable directory services for
parallel file systems to support efficient concurrent access to even larger directories in the
future.
Traditional UNIX file systems and FAT use a flat, sequential, on-disk data structure
for directory storage and thus have a lookup cost of O(n)–the larger the directories are,
the worse the access time becomes. To improve performance, newer file systems introduce
faster indexing structures like B-trees for O(log n) lookup cost and hash tables for O(1).
For example, XFS uses B+ tree for directory entry index [28] and Linux’s Ext2/Ext3 uses
hash tables [30]. However, being local file systems prevents them from scaling to more than
one machines. Network file systems rely on the underlying local file system that runs on
the server to provide directory access, and thus do not achieve extra scalability for handling
larger directories.
Fast indexing structures are used in several parallel file systems to gain better perfor-
mance in handling large directories, including the use of extensible hashing in GPFS [25]
and B-link trees in Boxwood [20]. Nevertheless, since GPFS distributes directory entries
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in disk block level and Boxwood relies on a global lock service for synchronized access
to metadata, they lack the ability to effectively deal with the situation where a certain di-
rectory is accessed by many clients simultaneously, which thus becomes a “hotspot” and a
potential bottleneck in the whole system.
In PVFS, a logical directory is represented as a directory object and a directory
data object, both of which are stored in the Berkeley DB database on a single metadata
server. Specifically, directory entries are stored in the directory data objects as key/value
pairs, which are accessed by PVFS using the B+ tree method provided by Berkeley DB.
Though providing low-cost lookup, insert, delete operations plus efficient sequential access
by using B+ tree [8], the design of PVFS is inadequate to scale large directories beyond a
single I/O node.
1.4 Thesis Statement
To address the insufficiency of handling highly concurrent access to large directo-
ries in the above file systems, we propose a scalable directory design for existing parallel
file systems, specifically PVFS in our research. In this thesis, we demonstrate a scalable
distributed directory service and perform a thorough study of its use with a parallel file
system so that it fulfills the following design goals:
• Maintain PVFS I/O semantics: PVFS provides three APIs: the native PVFS API,
UNIX/POSIX I/O API and MPI-IO. To ease the adoption of existing utilities, appli-
cations and MPI programs that are designed for PVFS, we maintain the PVFS I/O
semantics so that the changes made in PVFS for the scalable directory service should
be transparent to users.
• Achieve high throughput and scalability: Under the condition that highly con-
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current access causes a large amount of various operations in large directories, the
overall system performance should scale with the number of I/O nodes. It is also
desired that hundreds of thousands of operations per second can be handed to the
directories containing billions to trillions of entries.
• Minimize bottlenecks and synchronization overheads: We eliminate bottlenecks
by avoiding using centralized locking, looking-up and management mechanism for
directory access. Plus, we adopt lazy-invalidation protocols and client-side caching
to minimize the “client/server” and “server/server” synchronization overheads.
1.5 Approach
The studies of scalable directory service is performed using a parallel file system
simulator–the High-End Computing I/O Simulator(HECIOS). HECIOS [26] is a trace-
driven parallel file system simulator built upon the discrete event simulation libraries pro-
vided by OMNeT++. It closely simulates the network messages and system calls used
by the Parallel Virtual File System(PVFS) to perform file system tasks. During the simu-
lation, HECIOS parses the trace files, processes the application requests into parallel file
system requests and accordingly performs parallel file I/Os. Although the parallel file sys-
tem models perform most of the simulation work, most of the simulated time accounting
is performed by the physical device simulation including the network models, operating
system models and disk models. In our study, those models are validated to accurately
simulate the performance of PVFS on Palmetto–the HPC cluster in Clemson University.
Based on the simulation models in HECIOS, we have designed and implemented
our scalable directory service for the parallel file system simulated by HECIOS. By dis-
tributing directory entries within large directories across multiple metadata servers in PVFS,
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the workloads on such directories are balanced among servers. Two approaches of distribut-
ing directory entries are implemented in the scalable directory service: pre-distribution and
dynamically splitting. Each of the approaches was tested and benchmarked with the I/O
traces that we have collected by running MPI programs that perform directory entry oper-
ations in PVFS on Palmetto. The experiment results of both approaches were compared to
demonstrate the impact of their differences on the system performance.
To analyze the performance of our scalable directory service including the through-
put, scalability, directory growth rate and synchronization overheads, a series of experi-
ments were performed by running MPI traces with various numbers of clients and servers,
as well as different scalable directory settings. We also developed a set of tools to automate
the experiments and to process and visualize the performance data.
1.6 Thesis Organization
In Chapter 2 we present an overview of the related research projects in the field of
parallel file systems and scalable directory. Chapter 3 contains a detailed description of
the research that we conducted in scalable directory design. Chapter 4 contains a thorough
discussion of the simulator that we used for this study, its software component model and
the implementation of scalable directory within the simulator, plus the methods we used to
verify and validate the simulation model. In Chapter 5 we present the performance results
of our scalable directory design including the throughput and scalability data. Finally,
in Chapter 6 we briefly summarize our experimental results, describe the conclusions and





Much effort has been taken by various file system projects to address the I/O bottle-
necks that are faced in HPC nowadays. To improve the performance and scalability of I/O
operations(specifically large directory and concurrent access), researches are conducted in
finding faster indexing data structure and file system architecture.
To avoid the linear scan of directory blocks in searching for a particular file, which
is required by the directory structures used by many traditional file systems(e.g., Ext, FAT),
file systems like Episode [7] and VxFS [27] speed up searching for entries within a direc-
tory block via hashing. Different schemes including in-memory and on-disk structures are
also discussed [16]. Newer file systems like NTFS [10] and Cedar [13] start to use B trees
to index the entries in the directory.
XFS [28] file system is a general purpose local file system for Silicon Graphics’
IRIX operating system that focuses on scaling capacity and performance in supporting very
large file systems, including large files, large number of files, large directories, and very
high performance I/O. To support large directories, XFS uses an on-disk B+ tree structure
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to store directories. To reduce the height for B+ trees, XFS hashes the file names in variable
length to four byte values and keeps entries with duplicate hash value next to each other
in the tree. The use of fixed size keys increases the breadth of the directory B+ tree thus
improves the performance of lookup, create and remove operations in large directories.
Extensible hashing is used by GPFS [25] to support efficient file name lookup in
large directories. In GPFS, each directory is represented by a various number of directory
blocks, depending on the directory size. A hash function is applied to the name of the
files within the directory and certain bits of the hashing value are used to decide the block
number that the entry should reside in. If a block becomes full as new entries are added to
different blocks, it gets split into two blocks and the hashing bits are updated accordingly.
The extensible hashing method can make sure that operations in the directory only require
the scanning of a single directory block so that the cost for operation is independent from
directory size and directory is locally scalable. A more detailed description of extensible
hashing and its use in our scalable directory design is given in Chapter 3.
2.2 HECIOS
The High-End Computing I/O Simulator(HECIOS) [22] is a trace-driven parallel
file system simulator built upon the discrete event simulation libraries provided by OM-
NeT++ [9]. In this research we design and implement the scalable directory using the sim-
ulated model of a parallel file system(i.e., PVFS) in HECIOS that simulates the network
messages and system calls required by PVFS to perform file system tasks. Figure 2.1 is a
systematic overview of the major components in HECIOS. Above the INET network com-
ponent, on the left are the client-side components and on the right are the server-side ones.
By running trace files and simulating I/O activities in the simulator, the I/O performance











Figure 2.1: HECIOS Architecture
• I/O Application simulates the UNIX applications and MPI programs that generate
I/O requests served by PVFS. It initiates I/O activities in the simulator by translating
both UNIX system and MPI collective file I/O calls contained in the corresponding
trace files into proper parallel file system messages and processing the responses
accordingly.
• Cache Middleware is the module to provide client caching semantics. By storing
an active subset of the file data and metadata in the compute node’s main memory,
it avoids contacting the parallel file system to access file and thus improves perfor-
mance.
• Native File I/O is used for local file access since the data files in PVFS are stored
as normal files in the local operating system that runs on the I/O nodes. It serves the
local I/O requests by interacting with the disk model that simulates generic storage
devices. The Berkeley DB operations required by metadata access are also simulated
by performing certain local file I/Os.
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• PFS Client simulates the PVFS client. It accepts PVFS I/O primitives and generates
PVFS network messages that represent the primitives. Those messages are in turn
sent to the PVFS servers.
• PFS Server simulates the PVFS server that provides both data and metadata access.
It receives PVFS requests from PFS client and translates them into local file I/Os.
Corresponding response is sent back to PFS client after serving each of the requests.
• BMI Protocol Client and Server, along with the INET Network Simulation com-
ponent, simulate the network facility of PVFS. BMI is the interface used by both the
clients and servers to communicate with each other in PVFS. Default flow protocol
is also built on BMI.
• INET Network Simulation uses the INET network simulation framework that is
developed for the OMNeT++ simulation packages to simulate the interconnection
network connecting the compute nodes and I/O nodes in the cluster. It provides
detailed network simulation models like TCP/IP and Ethernet.
• Disk Model uses a simplified drive geometry model that accounts for typical hard
disk parameters such as head movement speeds, spindle speeds, and physical inertia
times, but does not take into account more complicated parameters such as disk pre-
fetching and speculative block accesses.
A set of tools are developed to convert the output from readily available parallel
and serial application traces into the trace formats that follow the specifications defined
by HECIOS. The raw trace files that are used in this research are generated by using the
publicly available tracing tools from Los Alamos National Laboratory with certain parallel




GIGA+ [23] is a scalable directory service that aims to scale and parallelize meta-
data operations in parallel file systems. GIGA+ divides large directories into a scalable
number of fixed-size partitions that are distributed across multiple servers in the cluster
by employing an extensible hashing scheme to achieve load balance across all servers. A
single metadata server may hold one or more partitions of a directory. The maximum pos-
sible number of partitions equals to the number of meta data servers. A server list is used
to record metadata servers that a directory splits to, which is unique for each directory.
A Partition-to-Server(P2S) map is used to record the presence of a directory partition on
a server where “1” indicates presence and “0” for absence. Along with the server list, a
P2S map can be used to easily decide whether a directory is split to a certain server. Fi-
nally, a hash function is used to decide location of each directory entries among directory
partitions.
Take lookup operation for example–when a client wants to access a certain file “bar”
in the directory “foo”, it follows this procedure to lookup the directory entry:
1. Get the P2S map for the directory “foo”
2. Let i = Hash(“bar”)
3. While P2S[i]! = 1, let i = bi/2c. Figure 2.2 describes this step.
4. Finally, N = i
5. Contact metadta server SN for the directory entry “bar”
As new entries get added, a directory file is split when it becomes too large by
moving half of the partitions that currently belong to it onto another server. The destination
server number is determined by the following procedure.
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Figure 2.2: Lookup Directory Entry in GIGA+
1. Found the P2S map for the directory
2. Let k equals to the index of the leftmost non-zero bit of the source server number, so
that ID[k] = 1, ID[j] = 0forj > k
3. Let l equals to the number of splittings of this directory that took place on the source
server
4. Let ID[k + l + 1] = 1, ID is the destination server number
5. If server ID is valid, perform splitting and update P2S map: P2S[ID] = 1
Figure 2.3 shows the above process in a splitting tree. Note that in the figure, split-
ting in the same level are independent from each other(e.g., “B” and “C” are independent),
however splitting in a lower level can not happen until the splitting that leads to its parent
in the tree finishes(e.g., “F” can not happen before “C”). Likewise, directory emerges in a
reverse order when entries are removed.
In GIGA+ P2S maps are updated in an asynchronous manner for the clients and
servers to minimize synchronization cost. As a result, it is likely that the P2S map on a
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Figure 2.3: Split Directory in GIGA+
client is outdated in the sense that the client is not aware of a recent directory splitting and
requests for a directory entry from the server that no longer hold it. In case this happens,
the server forwards the request following the splitting history until the request reaches the
server that hold the very directory entry in need. The worst case forward cost is logarithmic
to the number of metadata servers.
A user level implementation of GIGA+ that adopts a “client/server” architecture
is described in [15]. Built on the FUSE library, it supports scalable directory services in-
cluding but not limited to splitting, nested huge directories, small directories, concurrency
control and client caching. The design of scalable directory service for parallel file sys-
tems in this research is greatly inspired by the principle of GIGA+ in the use of extensible




In this chapter, we will discuss the research and design issues regarding the scalable
directory service of PVFS. The primary design goal is to efficiently distribute the directory
files of large directories across multiple metadata servers to improve scalability and per-
formance. Figure 3.1 shows the design of distributed directory in PVFS, in which a single
directory data object that contains directory entries is divided and scattered onto a number
of metadata servers.
This design shrinks the size of the directory data objects associated with large di-
rectories on a single server, hence leads to a shorter linear scan operation cost when looking
up a directory entry within a directory data object. More importantly, it balances the load of
the servers and makes better use of network bandwidth in case of highly concurrent access
to a single directory, thus provides more parallelism. To achieve scalability, an extensi-
ble hashing scheme is used for the clients to locate a directory entry among the metadata
servers. This hashing scheme is carefully designed to be flexible so that it accordingly ad-
justs itself to work with the metadata servers, the number of which can dynamically change
in runtime due to the change of directory size. As a result, an O(1) locating operation cost












Figure 3.1: Distributed Directory in PVFS
directories scales with the number of metadata servers.
The synchronization overheads are minimized in this design in three ways: firstly,
a client-side caching mechanism is used to cache the directory objects as well as other
useful information to avoid repeated visits to the same metadata servers; secondly, the
splitting of large directories follows a certain pattern so that metadata servers can keep
track of a splitting history and thus directory entries can be easily located without heavy
communications among metadata servers; finally, lazy-invalidation protocols are adopted
where metadata servers defer the invalidation of the location information of directory data
objects until clients explicitly access them and invalidation is necessary.
3.1 Server List
In PVFS, each logical directory has a directory object associated with it. When a
directory is created, the new directory object will be put onto different metadata servers
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in a round-robin manner so that directory objects are equally spread among the metadata
servers in the cluster. The server where the directory object resides is called the “Home
Server” of the corresponding logical directory, which is a very important concept for the
design of scalable directory service. The directory data object that contains the directory
entries within the logical directory is also located at the corresponding home server. Each
of the objects in PVFS(e.g., directory objects, directory data objects, metafile objects, and
datafile objects) has a handle(a 64 bits integer) that is unique in the system to identify
itself. Accordingly, each server(metadata server and data server) in PVFS holds several
ranges of objects within the system. As a result, we can simply look up the server range list
to determine the location of a certain PVFS object, where Loc is the id of the server that
holds it.
In the scalable directory service design, we construct a server list for each logical
directory so that the extensible hashing scheme can refer to it for location. The server list
of a directory is a linear array in which each element is the id of a metadata server and
the index is its virtual id as regard to the very directory. The first element in the server
list is always the home server of the directory, followed by the other metadata servers in
clockwise order according to their ids.
For example, consider a cluster with eight I/O servers that runs PVFS, in which
Server0, 1, 4, 5 and 7 are metadata servers as shown in Table 3.1.
I/O Server ID 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Metadata Server x x x x x
Table 3.1: Example: A Cluster Running PVFS
Three directories “foo1”, “foo2” and “foo3” respectively reside on Server0, 1 and
5. Table 3.2 shows the server list for each of those directories.
Note that though the server list of a directory can be easily generated from its home
server with the knowledge of the metadata servers in cluster(by sorting the metadata servers
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Directory Server List
Name Home Server 0 1 2 3 4
foo1 0 0 1 4 5 7
foo2 1 1 4 5 7 0
foo3 5 5 7 0 1 4
Table 3.2: Example: Server List for the Directories in the above Cluster
in clockwise order starting from the home server), it is necessary to maintain a server list
for every distributed directory so that changes in cluster configuration like the adding of
new metadata servers can be handled seamlessly.
3.2 P2S Map and Extensible Hashing
To locate a directory entry among the metadata servers with small cost, a hashing
scheme that combines the use of P2S map and extensible hashing is adopted in our scalable
directory service design. Like in GIGA+, a P2S map stands for a Partition-to-Server map
which stores its owner’s knowledge of the distribution of a certain directory across the
metadata servers. In our design, a P2S map is a bitmap in which each bit indicates the
presence of a directory on the corresponding metadata server. Take the previous cluster
configuration as an example–if the P2S map of directory “foo2” is “11010”(lower bit first),
it is known that “foo2” is scattered onto Server1, 4, and 7 as is shown in Figure 3.2 by
comparing the P2S map against the server list.
On the other side, the hash value of the directory entry name decides the location
of a certain directory entry. After applying a pre-chosen hash function(e.g., MD5) to the
considered directory entry name, the lower n bits(n = dlog2Ne, where N is the number
of metadata servers) of the hash value is taken as the target virtual server id. This id can













Figure 3.2: P2S Map and Distributed Directory
splitting, request forward and directory traversal.
V irtual ID = Hash(Entry Name)ANDbitwise(2
n − 1) (3.1)
3.3 Client Lookup
As is described in Section 1.2, the design of PVFS directory consists of directory
objects and directory data objects. The former contains the metadata of the directory that it
refers to and the handle of the corresponding directory data object, which contains directory
entries. To lookup a directory entry, the client firstly looks for the directory object of the
root directory “/”, the handle of which is well-known in the system. After obtaining the























Figure 3.3: Lookup Operation in PVFS
for the corresponding directory data object and looks for the entry of the second level
directory in the target path. Then the handle of the second level directory object is obtained,
which may locate on another metadata server. Similarly, the client looks for the third level
directory, the forth level, ..., until the desired path is reached.
Figure 3.3 shows the process of looking up the directory entry “/foo/bar/file”(i.e.,
to obtain the handle of its directory object) in PVFS, where the dashed arrows represent
requests from client and the solid arrows represent responses from servers. The client
determines which server to contact and requests for the entry name on that server. The
server then responses with the handle of the directory entry to the client. Note that after the
lookup operation, the handles of all the directories, each being part of the path, are cached
by the client for future use.
When putting distributed directory into consideration, the target server can no longer
be simply determined by looking up the the object handle in the server range list, which
only indicates the home server for that directory. While the communication pattern is the
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same as the lookup operation in the original PVFS design, it is required that the P2S map is
used with virtual server id to determine the location of directory entries as in the following
procedure before sending out requests from clients in the scalable directory design. Take
the request for the directory entry “/foo/bar” as an example:
1. Now we have the handle and P2S map of the directory object “/foo”: Hfoo and
P2Sfoo.
2. The home server Shome for “/foo” is determined by looking up the server range list.
3. A server list can be constructed from Shome.
4. By using Equation 3.1, we can get the virtual server id for the directory entry “/foo/bar”:
id.
5. Check to see if the idth bit of the bitmap P2Sfoo is non-zero. If not, clear the highest
non-zero bit of id and check again. Repeat this step until the idth bit of P2Sfoo is
“1”.
6. The idth element in the server list is the target server id.
The Step 5 in the above procedure involves repeatedly checking for non-zero bit
in a P2S map when varying the virtual server id. Table 3.3 shows the process of varying
virtual server id from 1 to 7. By clearing the highest non-zero bit(the underlined bit) at each
round, it requires at most blog2Nc rounds(where N is the number of metadata servers) to
reach a non-zero bit in the P2S map(bit0 represents the home server and is thus always
non-zero).
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Virtual Server ID 1(001) 2(010) 3(011) 4(100) 5(101) 6(110) 7(111)
1st round 0(000) 0(000) 1(001) 0(000) 1(001) 2(010) 3(011)
2nd round 0(000) 0(000) 0(000) 1(001)
3rd round 0(000)
Table 3.3: Example: Lookup Table for Virtual Server ID 1 to 7
3.4 Directory Splitting
Like GIGA+, we use a scalable number of fixed-size partitions to divide directory
entries into multiple groups and assigns different partitions to different servers when split-
ting directories. The number of partitions equals to the number of metadata servers in the
beginning, which simplifies the splitting operation so that it is as easy as to move partitions
from one server to another. On the other hand, it should also be adaptive to changes of
metadata server configuration such as the adding of new metadata servers into the cluster.
That is to say, the directory service should make use of the newly added servers imme-
diately and seamlessly in that case. This requirement is fulfilled by allowing scaling the
number of partitions with the number of metadata servers.
Take the insertion of a new directory entry for example: when a client inserts a
directory entry to a directory, the client firstly looks up the server to contact following
the procedure in Section 3.3. On receiving the request for creating a new directory entry,
the server calculates the virtual server id for the entry by using Equation 3.1. This id is
then used as the partition number for the very entry. As a result, each directory entry has a
partition number with it. It is not rare that multiple partitions that share the l identical lower
bits(where l equals to the number of splittings of the directory starting at 0) reside on the
same server. As the number of directory entries on a single server keeps accumulating, the
server can initiate the splitting operation for better performance when that number reaches
a pre-defined value. This is done by comparing the l+ 1 lower bits of the partition number
of every partition: the partitions with a value of l + 1 lower bits that is different from the
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virtual server id of the current server are moved to a new server with a virtual server id of
that value if this server exists. If such a server does not exist, the directory is flagged as
“inseparable” and will not try to split itself again in the future.
For directories that are known to be large before creation, it is possible to pass a
hint(a parameter passed from clients to servers that has a special meaning to the parallel
file system if the servers support it) to PVFS so that those directories can be split when they
are created. Depending on how far should the directory distribute, proper P2S map of the
directory is set on both the client and the servers to hold the directory. Consequently, all
following directory entry creations are aware of the directory distribution and thus the en-
tries are automatically distributed among the servers in use. Moreover, already distributed
directories can be further distributed to more servers if any are available. It is important
that prior distribution follows the rules of the splitting tree(Figure 2.3) in Section 2.3.
When new metadata servers are added into the cluster(e.g., m servers are added to
N servers), there are two cases:
• if dlog2 (N +m)e = dlog2Ne, the number of partitions stays the same, however,
directories that are flagged as “inseparable” are tested again to see if newly added
servers match their potential destinations. Thus valid splitting operations can be
performed. Plus, newly created directories can choose these new servers as their
home server. Therefore, new servers are made use of properly.
• if dlog2 (N +m)e > dlog2Ne, it is required that n = dlog2 (N +m)e gets plugged
into Equation 3.1 and the partition id of each directory entry in large directories
on each server is recalculated with the new parameter. After that, the checking for
splitting can be performed to move partitions to the newly added servers and the other
operations are similar to the above case.
In conclusion, the directory splitting operation is carefully design so that:
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1. Small directories are not split.
2. Large directories are distributed automatically or dynamically.
3. The directory service is aware of metadata server number change and always adapts
to it.
3.5 Request Forward and Response
Though P2S map plays a significant role in the scalable directory service, we update
and synchronize P2S maps in a lazy manner to minimize communication and synchroniza-
tion overheads. It is not plausible to actively update all the clients because broadcast is a
costly network operation, especially when the client number is large(which is usually the
case) and many of them are trying to broadcast concurrently, which leads to nothing but
network congestion. Hence in our scalable directory service design, the updating of P2S
map is deferred until it is necessary and convenient.
In PVFS, communications can be between a client and a server, or two clients, or
two servers. These communication follow a “request/response” pattern, in which it is al-
lowed for a client to send requests to a server while a server is not allowed to send requests
to a client. In another word, servers can talk to clients only when they are being contacted
by clients. The purpose of such design is to reduce the complexity of the communication
layer thus to simplify the implementation. As a result, it is only convenient to provide the
updated P2S map to clients in the response from servers. The updated P2S map is synchro-
nized across the client that initiated the request and the servers involved in processing the
request while the other clients and servers are not aware of this update thus their P2S maps
are outdated.



















Initial P2S Map: 100000
P2S Map After 1 Splitting: 110000
P2S Map After 2 Splittings: 110100Server List: 123450
Figure 3.4: Lazy Update and Request Forward in PVFS
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where the server list for a particular directory is “123450”. In image (a), all the clients
and servers hold the same P2S map(100000) which indicates that the directory exists in
its home server–Server1. In image (b), a client sends a “create directory entry” request to
Server1, which splits the directory to Server2 on completing the creation. Then an updated
P2S map(110000) that indicates the presence of the directory on Server1 and 2 is shared
between the two servers involved and sent to the client in the response. Note that during
this time, the other clients and servers hold an outdated P2S map. Similarly, in image
(c), another client sends a “create directory entry” request to Server1 and another splitting
distributes the directory to Server4 and produces a new P2S map(110100). As a result, the
client and Server1, 4 now hold the latest P2S map, leaving the maps on the other clients
and servers unchanged.
It may appear to be inconsistent for different clients and servers to hold different
versions of P2S map of the same directory, many of which are outdated. However, this
actually will not lead to incorrectness or inconsistency from the file system’s point of view
due to the well-defined directory splitting path and the request forwarding mechanism. First
of all, each of the metadata servers maintains a splitting history of itself and it is ensured
that of the servers in the splitting history either is holding a particular directory entry or
once held it and knows where it goes to(one server in its splitting history). This guarantees
that by recursively contacting the most likely destination, the clients and the servers can
eventually locate a directory entry. Second of all, upon locating the target metadata server
that holds the directory entry, the request from the client is forwarded to that server as well,
which is then served by that server. We favor server-to-server message forwarding over
multiple client-to-server “request/response” sessions during the searching for a directory
entry because in many cases, the server-to-server communications in clusters are carried
out by specific hardware devices and thus are much faster and more efficient than client-to-
server communications.
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In image (d) of Figure 3.4, a client that holds the outdated P2S map(has no knowl-
edge of Server2) sends a request to Server1 to visit a directory entry that is actually located
on Server2 now. On receiving the request, Server1 calculates the virtual id the directory
entry and decides that Server2 might hold it(construction of splitting history). So Server1
forward the request to Server2 and Server2 repeats what Server1 has done. If Server2 holds
the entry, which is the case in Figure 3.4, it will generate response and send it back to
Server 1, which will in turn send it back to the client with an updated P2S map. If Server2
has split the directory and does not hold the entry, it will forward the request to another
server and so on until the entry is found(or all possible servers are contacted and the entry
doesn’t exist). Finally, the client and the servers involved will have a P2S map that is the
most updated to their knowledge.
In conclusion, in our scalable directory service design, the P2S maps in the cluster
can be modified and updated concurrently in a distributed way. Consequently the commu-
nication and synchronization overheads are significantly reduced while the correctness can
be maintained.
3.6 Directory Traversal
Many times, clients want to read the content of a directory as whole, namely all the
entries within the directory. For small directories that reside on a single server, this simply
involves the client requesting the directory and the server that holds it responding with a list
of entries of that directory. However, things become more complicated for large directories
that are distributed across multiple metadata servers. An intuitive way of doing this is for
the clients to contact every metadata server that is in use as is indicated by the P2S map.
However, certain drawbacks prevent it from being practical. First of all, the information









Figure 3.5: Directory Entry Collecting in PVFS
be outdated and thus does not contains all the servers where the directory resides. Second
of all, client-to-server communication is not favored because it can be slower than server-
to-server communication in many cases. So in our design, directory traversal is performed
on server-side.
Whenever a client is to initiate a “read directory” operation, it sends the request to
the home server of that directory, which will then take charge of the directory traversal.
Similar to the “request forwarding” operation, the home server will perform an exhaustive
traversal in the directory splitting tree–sending requests to the servers in the P2S map and
collecting directory entries from them and the servers in their P2S maps. Figure 3.5 shows
the process of gathering directory entries to the home server of that directory, forming
a “hypercube” communication pattern. The communication pattern is like this assuming
that the P2S map on each server is not synchronized with others so that every server only
has knowledge of its direct children and contacts them. However, improvement of the
communication pattern can made based on the network topology of the cluster and the
information from updated P2S map. After gathered all the directory entries, the home
server can generate the response that contains the entries and the latest P2S map and send
it back to the client. As a side-effect, every server involved will end up with a P2S map that
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In this chapter, we will describe the implementation of our scalable directory service
design in the parallel file system simulator–HECIOS, which simulates the system architec-
ture and the behavior of each component in PVFS. We want the scalable directory service
to be seamlessly integrated into HECIOS and to properly cooperate with other components
in HECIOS. More importantly, the changes made to PVFS should be transparent to users
so that PVFS I/O semantics can be maintained. A description of the methodology used for
benchmarking and validating the simulation model is also included.
4.1 HECIOS
4.1.1 Software Layers
As a parallel file system simulator specifically developed to simulate PVFS, the
software layers of HECIOS are designed to be similar to that of PVFS. As is shown in
Figure 4.1, each layer implements the functionality of its corresponding PVFS software
layer in HECIOS as well as the interfaces to interact used with other layers. Built on









Figure 4.1: HECIOS Software Layers
construct discrete event networks that represent complicated systems, namely PVFS. In
implementing our design, the scalable directory service is distributed into different layers
for the purpose of seamless integration.
• Config layer contains the models that represent the configuration of the PVFS system
being simulated, including but not limited to the models of computing nodes and
I/O nodes, networking environment, operating system, MPI software and storage
devices. Along with the parameters given in configuration files, these models can
then be used to represent various PVFS systems.
• Client and Server layer contains the models that represent the client and server
components of PVFS, as well as the finite state machines used to describe the opera-
tions supported by them. Driven by different messages within the system, these state
machines can describe complicated operations and are adaptive to changes.
• Layout layer contains functions and data types that deal with data striping in PVFS,
supporting various distribution schemes and data types. A helper class(File Builder)
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that eases the management of files in HECIOS is also included.
• OS layer contains models and finite state machines that simulate the operating system
that hosts the server components on I/O nodes. Major supported operations are sys-
tem calls that are involved in performing I/Os and interacting with storage devices.
A local file system is also simulated by OS layer.
• Physical layer contains models of physical devices(e.g., hard disks) and networking
interfaces that deal with the network protocols in BMI and MPI.
• Messages layer defines the message prototypes that are used by different components
to interact with each other. Included prototypes are: BMI message prototype, cache
message prototype, MPI middleware message prototype, MPI message prototype,
network message prototype, operating system message prototype and PVFS message
prototype. All the activities occur in HECIOS are represented by certain types of
messages.
• Common layer contains basic functions and data types that are shared by other lay-
ers. Such functions include but are not limited to accessing trace files, processing
MPI data types and managing collective communications.
4.1.2 Components
There are two types of components in HECIOS: simple component and module
component. While the former represents simple objects that could not be further divided,
the latter represents compound objects that consist of a group of simple components and
module components. The whole system is a special module component that forms a net-
work, which contains other simple components and module components and thus forms an
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System
Compute Node I/O node Switch Network Configuration
Enhanced HostJob Process Daemon Process OS Disk
MPI Cache PFS Client Job Manager Request Scheduler Trove PFS Server
Figure 4.2: HECIOS Objects Hierarchy
objects hierarchy as is shown in Figure 4.2. We can see from the figure that client compo-
nents run on compute nodes and server components run on I/O nodes. Both the compute
node and server node have an enhanced host that deals with network communication re-
lated issues including IP address, routing, sockets, TCP/IP protocols and etc. The daemon
process has a trove component, which is a unified interface for PVFS to access disk files
and database in the same way.
Figure 4.3 shows a configuration of HECIOS that simulates a PVFS system which
contains 8 compute nodes and 4 I/O nodes connected by a switch network running in the
simulator GUI. The arrows in the figure represent links between components that deliver
messages(e.g., API messages, network messages). Operations like system calls and net-
work communication can be simulated by passing specific messages across components.
There are also 3 isolated components that hold configurations for parallel file system, MPI
and network, respectively.
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Figure 4.3: HECIOS Network
4.2 Scalable Directory
Our scalable directory service is implemented by mainly modifying three compo-
nents: the configuration component, client component and server component. New data
structures, functions and finite state machines are added into these components to integrate
scalable directory service into HECIOS. The service is also designed to be optional so that
it can be easily enabled or disabled.
4.2.1 Configurations
The configuration component contains parameters that control the behavior of the
parallel file system, MPI and network. We add new options to the parallel file system
configuration for the scalable directory service as is shown in Table 4.1. New data types
that hold P2S maps are also added to the directory metadata structure. The trace file format
is changed to allow the definition of the distribution of directory entries as well.
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Module Option Description
PFS Config useDistDEnt Globally enable scalable directory service
PFS Config dEntCapacity Number of directory triggers directory splitting
PFS Client useDistDEnt Enable scalable directory service on compute nodes
PFS Server useDistDEnt Enable scalable directory service on I/O nodes
Table 4.1: Scalable Directory Options
4.2.2 Operations
Some of the PVFS operations are related to the scalable directory service. We make
sure that each of those operations are properly modified so that they can correctly work with
and without scalable directory service.
A list of scalable directory related operations on client-side(other operations like
Read, Write and Close Operation are not related):
• Create Directory Operation
• Delete Operation
• Open Operation
• Read Directory Operation
• Stat Operation
A list of scalable directory related operations on server-side:
• Lookup Operation
• Change Directory Entry Operation
• Remove Directory Entry Operation
• Create Directory Entry Operation
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• Read Directory Operation
• Split Directory Operation
All of these operations are implemented using different finite state machines, those
which are related to scalable directories have two versions: one to work with scalable
directory service and one to work without the service. We will discuss each of them both
on the client-side and server-side.
4.2.3 Client
Table 4.2 contains the information of the finite state machines used by different
operations.
Lookup GetAttribute CreateDir Remove Create ReadDir
Create Dir Op x x x
Delete Op x x
Open Op x x x
Read Dir Op x x
Stat Op x x
Service Related x x x x
Table 4.2: Client Operation State Machines
Note that the Lookup, CreateDir, Remove and Create state machines are related to
the scalable directory service.
• Lookup: as is shown in Figure 4.4, the state machine contains three states, in which
the “LOOKUP_HANDLE” state implements the recursive searching for path seg-
ments that we mentioned in Section 3.3. The change we make to the version that
works with scalable directory is that instead of sending a request to the home server






Figure 4.4: Lookup Name State Machine
• CreateDir: as is shown in Figure 4.5, the state machine contains six states, in which
the “WR_DENT” state implements the operation of writing a directory entry onto
a metadata server. The change we make is using the P2S map to locate the target
metadata server before sending the request.
INIT CR_META CR_DATA WR_ATTR WR_DENT FINISH
Figure 4.5: Create Directory State Machine
• Remove: as is shown in Figure 4.6, the state machine contains six states, in which
the “RM_DENT” state implements the operation of removing directory entry from
metadata server. Similarly, we make changes so that the P2S map is used to locate
the target metadata server.
INIT RM_DENT RM_META RM_DATA CNT_RSP
Incomplete
FINISH
Figure 4.6: Remove Directory Entry State Machine
• Create: as is shown in Figure 4.7, the state machine contains seven states, in which
the “WR_DENT” state implements the operation of writing directory entry onto
metadata server. We make changes so that not only the P2S map is used to locate
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the target metadata server, but also the P2S map is updated when the metadata server
responds, in case that the directory is split on the server.
INIT CR_META CR_DATA CNT_RSP
Incomplete
WR_ATTR WR_DENT FINISH
Figure 4.7: Create Directory Entry State Machine
To sum up, the implementation of scalable directory service in HECIOS on client-
side is accomplished mainly by integrating the use of the P2S map into various state ma-
chines.
4.2.4 Server
Unlike the client-side, each of the operations on the server-side is implemented by
a single state machine. We discuss those scalable directory service related state machines
by comparing the version that works with the scalable directory service to the version that
does not.
• Lookup: Figure 4.8 shows the lookup state machines that work with(bottom) and
without(top) scalable directory service. To implement the scalable directory, a “LO-
CATE_DENT” state is added to look up the P2S map and determine if the directory
entry of interest is located locally. The request is forwarded to another metadata
server in case that the directory entry is not here. The “FORWARD” state imple-
ments the operation of forwarding request. Note that the target metadata server of
the forwarded request will inherit the state of the state machine from the sender. The
dashed arrow in the figure shows the behavior of the target metadata server. As for
the sender, it will wait until the response is received from the target server. Its P2S





















Figure 4.8: Server-side Lookup State Machine
• Change and Remove Directory Entry: Figure 4.9 shows the access directory entry
state machines that work with(bottom) and without(top) scalable directory service,
including the changing and removing of directory entries. Those two operations
can be modeled the same way because the differences among them only lie in the
implementations of the “WR_DENT” state.
Similar to the lookup state machine, a “LOCATE_DENT” state is added to work
with the P2S map. For requests of directory entries that are not locally located, the
metadata server forwards them to other metadata servers and waits for responses.
The state of the state machine from the sender server is inherited by the receiver as is
shown by the dashed arrow in the figure. The servers involved in the process update
their P2S maps accordingly.











Figure 4.9: Server-side Access Directory Entry State Machine
work with(bottom) and without(top) the scalable directory service. We have made
changes so that the state machine that works with the scalable directory service sup-
ports both the use of the P2S map and directory splitting. Similar to the above state
machines, the “LOCATE_DENT” and “FORWARD” states are implemented for the
P2S map lookup and request forwarding. Moreover, a “CNT_DENT” state is im-
plemented to decide whether a particular directory has exceeded its capacity on the
server and whether there are servers available for directory splitting. If both condi-
tions are satisfied, a “SPLIT_DENT” state is used to perform the splitting operation.
A separate split directory state machine is developed for the target metadata server to
perform the operation on its own side. Again, the P2S maps are subject to update for
any involved servers.
• Read Directory: Figure 4.11 shows the read directory state machines that work
with(bottom) and without(top) scalable directory service. We make changes so that
distributed directory entries are properly collected and sent to the client. A “CHK_SPLIT”
state is implemented to check if request forwarding is necessary–when a metadata























Figure 4.11: Server-side Read Directory State Machine
This ensures any metadata servers that hold a portion of the directory are contacted
and none of them will be contacted more than once. The dashed arrow from “READ_DIR”
state to “E” state indicates responding to a sender server other than to the client.
• Split Directory: Figure 4.12 shows the split directory state machine that works with
the scalable directory service. This operation is triggered when a metadata server
receives a split request from another server. Upon receiving the request, the target




Figure 4.12: Server-side Split Directory State Machine
In conclusion, the implementation of scalable directory service on server-side mainly
focuses on request forwarding and directory splitting.
4.3 Modeling
One of the goals of designing a simulator is to make sure that the experiment re-
sults are good approximation of the real world performance data. Thus it is important to
carefully design the simulation model and properly validate it. In our case, the simula-
tion model of HECIOS is designed to accurately simulate the performance of the Palmetto
Cluster in Clemson University. Moreover, we develop mathematical models to model the
performance of I/O operations on both the client-side and server-side.
4.3.1 Architecture
The Palmetto Cluster is the fastest supercomputer in Clemson University. It is a
collection of 772 high-end computational nodes as is shown in Table 4.3. Each compute
node has a dual processor and each processor has four cores(quad-core) for a total of 6176
cores for computation. It is demonstrated that a cluster performance of 46 TFlops has been
reached on Palmetto by the Clemson Computing & Information Technology(CCIT) staff
in [6].
Two independent interconnection networks are provided by Palmetto for each com-
pute node: a Gigabit Ethernet network interface and a Myrinet Myri-10G network interface.
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Model Processor Count L2 Cache Cores Memory
(MB) (GB)
Dell PE 1950 Intel Xeon E5345 258 4 8 12
@2.33GHz x2
Dell PE 1950 Intel Xeon E5345 258 6 8 12
@2.33GHz x2
Sun X2200 AMD Opteron 256 4 8 16
M2 x64 2356 @2.3GHz x2
Table 4.3: Palmetto Compute Nodes Architecture
While the former is used by both the application and cluster management network, the lat-
ter is dedicated for application use, which provides low-latency message passing and 1.2
GB/s of sustained network bandwidth.
On Palmetto, local storage is provided with each compute node and longer term
storage is provided via a 120 TByte StroageTek Model SL8500 storage system, on which
SAM-QFS Storage Management Software is used for long term storage(e.g., /home, /pro-
jsmall, /projlarge) and PVFS is used for fast storage(e.g., /pvfs2).
In HECIOS, the networking environment is modeled by using the INET network
simulation package, which constructs a TCP/IP network transport over a switched Ether-
net local area network. In [26], Settlemyer described a detailed process of validating and
benchmarking the simulation model of HECIOS according to the performance of Palmetto,
including but not limited to the performance of PVFS, Gigabit Ethernet and Myri-10G by
using MPI and Flash I/O benchmarks. The result shows that HECIOS was able to provide
an adequate simulation of how the proposed modifications would effect a diverse metadata
intensive workload.
4.3.2 Operations
Before running any simulations on HECIOS, we firstly run MPI programs in a clus-
ter against the tracing tools provided by LANL to retrieve trace files that contain informa-
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tion regarding the runtime, system and MPI calls, parameters of those MPI programs. The
trace files can then be translated by tools that are part of HECIOS into the formats readable
by HECIOS. Using these readable formats(HECIOS trace formats) as inputs, HECIOS can
simulate the execution of the MPI codes in a configured simulation environment. Since
HECIOS trace formats contains the timing and parameters of each MPI and system calls,
HECIOS can provide accurate simulation of MPI codes.
Figure 4.13 is a sequence diagram that shows how the simulation on HECIOS is
driven by trace files. A sequence of instructions is retrieved from the trace files and fed
to client. The client then executes each of the instructions either locally or by contacting
servers until all instructions from the traces files are served. To accurately time every
MPI call, a special “CPU_PHASE” instruction is used to simulate the executing of CPU
instructions that are not related to I/O, which causes the client to pause for a certain amount
of time that is specified in the trace files.
ID Instruction Start Time(s) Duration(s) Return Parameters
0 MPI_COMM_RANK 0.013379 0.000225 0 0x44000000...
1 CPU_PHASE 0.013604 0.005907 0
2 MPI_FILE_OPEN 0.019511 0.003594 0 0x44000001...
3 CPU_PHASE 0.023105 5.2e-05 0
... ... ... ... ... ...
Table 4.4: Example: HECIOS Trace Format
Table 4.4 shows the content of a sample HECIOS trace file, where there is a CPU
PHASE instruction in every two instructions. By pausing the client for the amount of time
that is equals to the duration for each CPU PHASE instruction, a pretty close approximation
of the real world CPU computational power can be reached in the simulation.
The execution of each MPI operation can be divided into local computation and
network communication on client-side and server-side. Network latency applies to the
“Request/Response” communication shown in Figure 4.13, which is handled by the INET
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Figure 4.13: HECIOS Simulation Sequence Diagram
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network simulation package. Since the computation time on client-side is simulated by
CPU Phase, here we specifically model the local computation time of the following oper-
ation on server-side that are related to our scalable directory service by benchmarking the
server module of the PVFS file system that runs on Palmetto.
The server module of PVFS is implemented using a set of finite state machines,
each of which implements an operation. By adding timing code into the state machines
that we are interested in, we are able to benchmark the performance of the server module
of PVFS on Palmetto. In our configuration, we use 1 compute node and 2 I/O nodes, each
of which takes 8 processes per node to avoid interference from other jobs.
The MPI program we used to benchmark the performance of directory entry oper-
ations in PVFS on Palmetto firstly creates 10000 files within a single directory and deletes
them one by one in the end. The process involves operations like creating, removing and
looking up directory entries.
4.3.3 Create Directory Entry Processing
As is shown in Figure 4.14, the create directory entry processing time on server-side
in PVFS on Palmetto roughly forms a normal distribution, in which the probability density
function is given by formula 4.1. The distribution is decided by both µ which is the mean














So we model the server-side create directory entry processing time as a normal
distribution and we use the cumulative distribution function(cdf), which is given by for-
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Figure 4.15 shows the curves of the cdf with different pairs of µ and σ, from which
it is determined that the pair µ = 0.378 and σ = 0.025 matches best the performance
data. Thus the server-side create directory entry processing time is modeled as a normal













The HECIOS curve in Figure 4.14 represents the performance data collected by





































Figure 4.15: Create Directory Entry Processing Time Cdf
model. It can observed that the simulation data matches the experiment data pretty well.
4.3.4 Remove Directory Entry Processing
As is shown in Figure 4.16, the remove directory entry processing time also roughly
forms a normal distribution. Similar to the create directory entry processing time, we model
the remove directory entry processing time as a normal distribution as well. The curves of
cdf with different pairs of µ and σ are shown in Figure 4.17, where the pair µ = 0.375 and
σ = 0.023 matches best the performance data. Thus we model the remove directory entry





































Processing Time Distribution for Removing Directory Entry
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Processing Time Distribution for Looking Up Path
Palmetto
HECIOS
Figure 4.18: Lookup Path Processing Time Distribution
4.3.5 Lookup Path Processing
As is shown in Figure 4.18, the server-side lookup path processing time does not
form a well-known distribution pattern, nor does it show obvious relation with the directory
size as is shown in Figure 4.19. It is observed that over 90% of the values range from 0.06 to
0.09. Thus we model the lookup path processing time as a uniform distribution within the




0.09−0.06 0.06 ≤ t ≤ 0.09
0 otherwise
(4.6)
The HECIOS curve in Figure 4.18 represents probability density function of the
above lookup path processing time model. Though it inaccurately approximates the exper-
iment data, the impact of this inaccuracy in our model is limited in this research because:
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0.06 ~ 0.09
Figure 4.20: Lookup Path Processing Time Cdf
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occur in the beginning; secondly, since our experiment operates within a single directory,
the number of lookup path operations is small.
4.3.6 P2S Map Processing
Many of the server-side directory operations that work with the scalable directory
service involve processing the P2S map. Since the P2S map is a bitmap in which each bit





where S is the size in bytes and N is the number of metadata servers. That is to
say, the size of the P2S map of a directory on a cluster with 1024 metadata server is 128
bytes(< 0.2KB). Thus the processing time for P2S map operation on modern computers
is too small to put into consideration compared to I/O operations and network operations.
Further, most operations on the P2S map are logarithmic. So we model the P2S map




In this chapter, we will describe a series of experiments that we conducted in study-
ing the throughput and scalability, directory growth rate and synchronization overhead of
our scalable directory service design, in which we ran benchmark programs on Palmetto
with PVFS and collected the MPI I/O traces. All trace files were then transformed into
HECIOS trace format and executed in HECIOS with the simulation models that we devel-
oped in previous chapters. An analysis of the simulated performance data is also included.
5.1 Mathematical Model
First, we develop a mathematical model to help understanding the whole system
and analyzing the performance data. We use the queuing model[14] that is widely used for
network performance analysis to describe our system. Normally a queuing system consists
of:
• One or more servers that provide service to arriving customers






Figure 5.1: Directory Entry Creation Queuing Model
In our experiment, the servers refer to metadata servers that handle directory entry
creation requests, which are referred as the customers in the model. Each of the servers
maintains a waiting queue to ensure exclusive access to the directory data file by a certain
request.
5.1.1 Queuing Model
Figure 5.1 shows the queuing model of our experiment configuration, which is con-
sidered as a single source multiple server queuing system. According to Kendall’s notation
for queuing systems [14], it can be categorized as a G/M/n queuing system, where G
stands for the generic arrival process, M the exponentially distributed service time and n
the number of parallel servers. Such queuing system can be described by:
• λ: The arrival rate
• µ: The service rate
• n: The number of parallel servers
and the performance of which can be determined with:
• Mean delay: The mean time a customer spends in system
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• Mean queue length: The mean number of customers in the waiting queue
• Server utilization: The fraction of time that a server is busy
• Throughput: The throughput of the queuing system
5.1.2 Little’s Law
According to Little’s Law[19], in a queuing system, let N represent for the mean
number of customers in system, λ the arrival rate and T the mean time that a customer
spends in system, then,
N = λ× T (5.1)
In addition, let Nq denote for the mean number of customers in waiting queue and
W the mean time a customer spends in the waiting queue,
Nq = λ×W (5.2)
Thus, we have
T = W +
1
µ
−→ N = Nq +
λ
µ
= Nq + ρ (5.3)
where ρ is the server utilization. For our system, since the clients wait for the
completion of the previous request to initiate a new one, the request arrival rate equals the
departure rate. Consequently our system is a stable system in which the total number of
requests in the queues on all servers(Nq) is a constant that equals to the number of compute
nodes. Thus if the servers are fully utilized so that the departure rate equals to the service
rate, then λ = µ and thus ρ = 1 in our system.
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5.2 Throughput and Scalability
To benchmark the throughput and scalability of our scalable directory service de-
sign, we use a MPI program that continuously creates files within a single directory. We are
able to collect throughput data by varying the number of I/O nodes from 1 to 32 with a fixed
number of compute nodes. Similarly, we collect scalability data by running a fixed number
of I/O nodes with various number of compute nodes(1 ∼ 512). In the experiment, we con-
figure the directory to be split during creation time so that I/O traffic can be balanced and
the throughput and scalability can be easily observed. As a comparison, the performance
data of a dynamically splitting directory is also collected.
OMNeT++ provides two data recording tools: a vector class that records vector
data and a scalar class that records scalar data. We use these tools to collect performance
data including server directory entry create processing time and client directory entry create
wait time.
5.2.1 Throughput
Figure 5.2 shows the directory entry creation throughput in a pre-distributed direc-
tory of running various number of compute nodes that continuously create entries while
scaling the number of I/O nodes from 1 to 32. It is observed that with a larger number of
compute nodes, which introduce higher creation request rate, the throughput scales better
in a sense that it can reach a higher value and keep to scale until a larger number of I/O
nodes is used. On the other hand with a smaller number of compute nodes(e.g., 32) the
throughput stops scaling and even goes down beyond 6 I/O nodes. This is because 32 com-
pute nodes can not provide the creation request arrival rate that is high enough to keep the
I/O nodes busy and highly utilized.













































Figure 5.2: Directory Entry Creation Throughput for Pre-Distributed Directory
increasing the number of compute nodes will not dramatically improves the throughput.
This is because the potential arrival rate of requests from 32 compute nodes has already
exceeded the overall service rate, and the servers are 100% utilized. Similarly, it can be
observed that 9 servers are fully utilized roughly by 64 compute nodes.
Figure 5.3 shows the queue size during the directory entry creation process. It is
observed that a smaller number of compute nodes results a shorter waiting queue. By ref-
erencing it to Figure 5.2, we can observe noticeable throughput increase when the queue
length dramatically decreases. This is because a smaller waiting time in queue(W in Equa-
tion 5.2) which leads to a shorter queue also indicates a higher departure rate.
We also experiment with a directory that is not pre-distributed and the throughput
is shown in Figure 5.4. It is observed that not only is the throughput lower than that of
a pre-distributed directory, but also the improvement gained by increasing the number of















































Figure 5.3: Directory Entry Creation Queue Size
of metadata servers that handle the requests for the directory is small in the beginning. As
the directory gradually splits to more metadata servers, the departure rate begins to grow.
Thus the overall departure rate is lower than that of a pre-distributed directory. Besides, the
splitting operation and P2S map synchronization that occur during the process introduce
communication overhead that decreases the performance.
In summary, the throughput of directory entry creation in our scalable directory
service is closely related to the request arrival rate(number of compute nodes), the service
rate(number of I/O nodes) and the server utilization. It is also desirable to pre-distribute
large directories on creation to gain performance improvement.
5.2.2 Scalability
Figure 5.5 shows the mean waiting queue size during the process of directory entry
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Figure 5.6: Directory Entry Creation Waiting Time for a Pre-Distributed Directory
number of compute nodes. Let ncp be the number of compute nodes and nio be the number
of I/O nodes. It is noticeable that the average queue size on each server equals to the





Figure 5.6 shows the directory entry creation waiting time during the process in a
pre-distributed directory. It is observed that the mean waiting time increases linearly with
the number of compute nodes and the higher the number of I/O nodes is, the lower the
slope is.




















in which for each server, µ is a constant and λ = ρ× µ, thus we have,





As a comparison, Figure 5.7 shows the mean waiting time of creating directory
entries in a dynamically splitting directory. It is noticeable that the waiting time shows a
similar relation with ncp and nio in this case. It is also observed that the waiting time is the
same with that in a pre-distributed directory for 1 I/O node and is larger for other numbers
of I/O nodes. This is because the directory splitting and P2S map synchronization overhead
decrease the performance.
In summary, for our scalable directory service, the directory entry creation waiting
time scales well with the number of I/O nodes so that more I/O nodes bring better per-
formance for a large number of compute nodes. Again, it is shown that to pre-distribute
large directories and thus to avoid splitting and synchronization overhead can lead to per-
formance improvement.
5.3 Directory Growth
Figure 5.8 shows how the directory size grows on each of the 32 servers for a pre-
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Figure 5.7: Directory Entry Creation Waiting Time for a Dynamically Splitting Directory
that during this process, each of the metadata servers is put into use since the very begin-
ning and no directory splitting operation is involved. Consequently it is observed that the
directory size on each server keeps increasing as more entries are added. For our scalable
directory service, the location of a certain directory entry is decided by the hash value of
its file name. In this experiment we randomly generate strings as the file names. The figure
also shows that the directory entries are not equally distributed among the metadata servers.
This is because the hash function is not ideal.
The same process for a dynamically splitting directory is shown in Figure 5.9. It
is noticeable that the directory size on some servers decreases during the process, which
indicates directory splitting operation. For dynamically splitting directories, the number
of splitting operations is decided by both the directory entry creation pattern of the clients
and the splitting threshold settings on the metadata servers. In our experiment, the splitting
threshold equals to the total number of directory entries to be created divided by the number
of I/O nodes.










Figure 5.9: Directory Growth in Dynamically Splitting Directory
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entries among the metadata servers without introducing the splitting overhead. However,
if the directory size is unknown or known to be small, dynamically splitting is preferred
because:
1. The number of metadata servers involved in operations like readdir can be limited.
2. It is adaptive to the growth of directory size and can benefit from directory distribu-
tion when needed.
5.4 Synchronization
In our scalable directory service, we introduce request forwarding on server-side to
avoid unnecessary client/server communication overhead for synchronizing the P2S map.
For a pre-distributed directory, the P2S maps on server-side are not changed during the
process of creating directory entries and the P2S map on client-side only needs to update
once for each client. Thus request forwarding operations happen to each client at most
once. For a dynamically splitting directory, the P2S maps keep changing as the directory
get split to more servers. As a result, more request forwarding operations are expected in
this case.
In this experiment, we record the number of request forwarding operations during
the process of continuously creating directory entries by a large number of clients in a
pre-distributed directory and a dynamically splitting directory.
Figure 5.10 shows the number of request forwarding operations involved during
the directory entry creation process in a pre-distributed directory when scaling the number
of I/O nodes from 1 to 32. It is observed that the number of forwarding operations never
exceeds the number of compute nodes. This is because the servers send responses to the





































Figure 5.10: Synchronization Overhead in Pre-Distributed Directory
the clients will not send requests to the wrong server for a second time. In this case, the
synchronization overhead is as small as a one-time cost for each client.
Figure 5.11 shows the number of request forwarding operations during the same
process in a dynamically splitting directory. The number is noticeably higher than that in a
pre-distributed directory, which indicates more significant synchronization overhead in this
case. As a larger number of splitting operations are involved in the process, each of which
changes the P2S map, the outdated P2S map on clients are more likely to cause metadata
server miss hits and in turn more request forwarding operations. However, since the split-
ting operations are closely related to the file creation pattern and the splitting threshold
settings, such synchronization overhead will not dramatically increase when adding more
I/O nodes into the system. Thus it does not prevent our scalable directory service from









































In this thesis we mainly focused on addressing the insufficiency of handling highly
concurrent access to large directories in existing parallel file systems. In Chapter 1 we
introduce several file systems with their directory services and propose a scalable direc-
tory service design for parallel file systems. Chapter 2 presents an overview of the related
research projects including various file systems, HECIOS and GIGA+. In Chapter 3, we
discuss the research that we conducted in scalable directory service and the issues of de-
signing it within PVFS. Chapter 4 describes in detail the implementation of our scalable
directory service for PVFS in HECIOS and the methods we used to verify and validate the
simulation model. In Chapter 5, we demonstrate the performance data that we collected
from experimenting with the scalable directory service in HECIOS, in which a mathemat-
ical model is also developed to analyze those data. In this Chapter, we summarize our
experimental results and describe some future works.
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6.1 Throughput
In our experiment, we found that the throughput of creating directory entries with
our scalable directory service is decided by:
• The request arrival rate(related to the number of compute nodes)
• The service rate(related to the number of I/O nodes)
• The server utilization
Properly configured number of compute and I/O nodes can increase the overall re-
quest arrival rate and service rate, while maintaining the server utilization and thus yielding
higher throughput.
6.2 Scalability
Our scalable directory service makes use of available I/O nodes in a cluster and
provides performance improvement by decreasing the overall client waiting time for cer-
tain directory operations. We present experimental results and mathematical analysis to
study and demonstrate the high scalability of our scalable directory service. In addition,
we compare the performance of directory operations in a pre-distributed directory and a
dynamically splitting directory to show further performance improvement with the former
method by avoiding splitting and synchronization overhead.
6.3 Directory Growth
With the directory growth data that we collected from the experiments, we are
able to demonstrate how pre-distributed directories gain better performance by avoiding
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the directory splitting operations. We also show that dynamically splitting directories can
adaptively adjust the number of metadata servers that they distribute to, so as to deal with
different file access patterns.
6.4 Synchronization
We are able to show that the synchronization overhead is minimized by design and
thus does not affect the scalability of our scalable directory service. We also demonstrate
further synchronization overhead reduction by using pre-distribution method with large
directories.
6.5 Summary
In summary, the scalable directory service fulfills the following design goals:
• Maintain PVFS I/O semantics: In our experiments, we collect trace files by running
MPI programs with PVFS on Palmetto. The same trace files are used by HECIOS
with and without the scalable directory service. Thus the changes we made to PVFS
in HECIOS is transparent to user programs and PVFS I/O semantics are maintained.
• Achieve high throughput and scalability: Our scalable directory service shows
good scalability and high throughput under highly concurrent access to large direc-
tories in PVFS on HECIOS. We are able to achieve 9000 operations per second by
using 512 compute nodes and 32 I/O nodes. The performance can be further im-
proved by scaling the number of compute and I/O nodes.
• Minimize bottlenecks and synchronization overheads: We are able to remove di-
rectory operation bottlenecks by distributing directory entries among multiple meta-
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data servers. Synchronization overhead as small as one-time cost is demonstrated in
pre-distributed directories. Plus, synchronization overhead is minimized be design
so that it does not prevent the system performance from scaling with the number of
I/O nodes.
6.6 Future Works
Based on our research, some of the possible future works can be carried out in the
following fields:
• Since the directory entry distribution is greatly decided by the hash function that is
used, it is desirable to study the impact of using different hash functions with different
file name and file access patterns on system performance.
• The directory splitting is controlled by the splitting threshold settings on the metadata
servers. It will be interesting to further explore the effect of different setting on
system performance.
• This work is finished in a parallel file system simulator. Thus it will be good progress
to validate our design by implementing it in real file systems like PVFS.
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